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Summary

In recent years the H~wclmity MicroParticle Impact (Hh41) proj~t at IAS Alamos has utilized
elcarostati~ Ily accelerated iron spheres of microscopic dimensions to extend the range of
controlled hypcrvelocity impaci cxpcrimenu to about 1(X)x I@ crn/see, well beyond the
meteoroid velocity range and about an order of rmgnirudc kyond the data mngc fcx prcciscly
conuolicd impact tests with otdinary macroscopic particlcs, But the cxucmc smallness of the micro
irnpacI events brings into question whether tie usual shcxk-hydrodynamic size scaling can be
assurnd. It is to this question of the validity of size scaling (and its refinement) that the present
study is directed.

Hypcrvelocity impacI craters arc compared in which the two impact events arc essentially identical
except hat the projectile masses and crater volurrm differ by nearly 12 orders of magnitudc---
hnear dimensions and times differing by 4 orders of magnitude. Strain tates at corresponding
points increase 4 orders of magnitude in the size reduction.

Departures fmm exact scaling, by a factor of 3,7 in crater volume, are observed fm copper targets-
-with the micro cra!em being smaller IJIan scaling would predict.

This is attributed, using a well-establ]shcd relation for the dqxndencc of mi~r volume up taget

yield stress, to a facmr 4.7 higher effective yield stressaxurnng in the micro crowing flow. This,
in mm, is bust the strain ralc them is about l@/scc as cornpard to a strain tate of wily l@/scc
in the macro impact. This pronounced suain rate effect in copper is compatible with ~cnt
theoretical models by Follambcc, Kocks, Rollett and others

Aluminum targets arc found to behave s“. ‘WIy, though primary emphasis has been placed on the
copper &U because the high suain nite p ,~rtics of cop~r have &n dkussc.d more fully in
recent literature,

Wmk in this area may tK of interest for several rwmons: The classical laws of shock-hydralynarnic
sk scaling, as applid to condensa! mcdi~ arc put to a much more suingem test than hithmo.
The dcpamre from strict size scaling is quantified and explained in terms of basic material
propcnies, Also the masurcmcn[ of impact maters for very small impact events leads to tic
determination of metal yield stressesal stmin rates more than two orders of magnitude greater than
ha”~cbeen obtained by othcT methods. The demmrtination of material strengths at these exceedingly
high strain rates is of obvious fundamental importance.
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Abstract

In rcccnl years the Hypcrvelocity Micropzmicle Impac[ (HMI) project al IAs Alamos has utilized
electrostatically accelemtd iron spheres of microscopic dimensions to generwe hypcrvelocity impact
experiments to about 100 x l@I crn/see, about an order of magnitude beyond the data range for
precisely con -cdlcd impact tms with ordinary macroscopic pficles. But tie extreme smallness of the
micro impact cvems brings inlo queslion whether the usual shock-hydrodynamic size scaling can be
assumui II is to this question of the validiiy of size scaling (and its refinement) that the present s[udy
is directed.

Hypcmelocity impact crams arc compared in which the IWO impact events arc esscmially identical
except that the projectile masses and cmicr volumes differ by nearly 12 orders of magnimde---limar
dimensions and times differing by 4 orders of magni[udc. Strain rates at corresponding points
increase 4 mders of magnitude in the size rduction, Dcpanurcs from exact scaling, by a factor of 3.7
in crater volume, arc observed for copper targets--with the micro craters being smaller than scaling
would predict. Tnis is alrnbutcd to a factor 4.7 higher cffeclivc yield sucss Occurnng in ~he micro
crawing fiow, This, in turn, is because the strain ra[c there is about l@/se.c as compared to a strain
rate of only l@/scc in the mamo impact.

The mcasurcmenl of impacl cralers for very snud] impact events leads 10 k detcmnina[ion of metal
yield stresses at stmin rates more dmn two orders of magnitude greater than have been obtained by
other mcthcds. The de[ermi ‘ation of material strengths at these exwedingly high strain raics is of
obvious fundamental impoflancc,

I. Introduction

The Hypcrvelocit y Mic-rcparticlc Impact (HM] ) ,~mjui, I has obtained impact data from microscopic
iron spheres impacting ●argets at impact vc!ocitics from I x 10s cm/scc to 100 x 1(.)~cm/see, The iron
spheres arc charged and accelerated elect.rostaticallyz in ii 6 McV “~an de Graaff acceleramr. Earh
impacl is chsrac[crizcd by simultaneous measurcmen[ of prnjcc[ilc charge and velocity using careful
cross-correlation techniqucs~. Measurcmem of impact crater charuc[eristics is Pcfi”cmncd using a
warming clcxtron mimmcopc. A [ypical crti[cr in copper is shown in Fig. 1. Impticl studies have been
pmfomd on a variety of materials relcvanl both to pructical impacts in space and to the study of
impacl physics. In tiis ~ivvi; ~irm we focus on impacts in copper and aluminum in order to compwc
with cxlsling libraries of oata from I;ucroscopic impact physic%rc.sea.rub,

II. Drparture From Siric[ Size Scaling fur Impac[ Craters in Sof[ Copper Tergcts

Micro impacts, when compared to the same impac.[h at ordina~ sizes, nlakc ii possihlc to put
classical shwk-hydrodynamic size scaling m ~cvcrc [csts in which ~orrcsponding masses (UIK.Imhcr



extensive variables) are scaled down near] y 12 orders of magnitude---linear dimensions and times
being scaled down 4 orders of magnitude. Strain rates increase four orders of magnitude in the size
rduction.

Fig. 1, A typical hypcmelocity impact craIer in copper produced by a microscopic iron sphere
impacting at 12,5 x l@ crrds. The craters produced by microscopic impacts arc axisymmcmic and
appear 10 be gcomcrncal Iy similar 10the craters produced by macroscopic impacts,

As Fig. 2 wc reproduce the pertinent data for copper, to call attention 10 tic fact that the normalized
target craw vcdurnc is a factor of 3,7 smaller for the lBF micro-impacts (projectile masses
0.25 x 10]2 grn and 1.5 x 10-lz gm) than for the large scale impacts (projectile masses 0.15 gm and
0.50 gm) at the same impact velmity (6 x 1($’ crn/see), Exact size scaling would, of course, require
that these normalized cmter volumes be qual. TIIUS, tie size rduction, by a factod of akw ().3 x
10]2 in the projectile mass (or, equivalently, by a factor of 0.7 x I@ in projectile diameter) hts not
only reduced the miter volume by a factor of 0.3 x 1012, as i! should in accord with stric[ scalin~, !?UI
also by an additional factor of 3.7.

111. Strain-Rate Effect As a Reason for Scaling Failure

We believe that this failure to scale exactly is duc to Strajn-ra[e effects within the cop~r, Morc fully
wc devclap here ihc notion thal the higher strain rates in the sma]]cr flowss cause a higher cffcctlw
flow stressin the smaller flows and a correspondingly smaller cnucr.

In Fig, 3 wc rcpi.x!ucc (in addition lo impacl data for copper) a well-known comclation forrnu!ti
due lo Sorcnscnfi for hypmwclocity im ncI dam, II shows, in p~icular, that cm:cr volume V vanesfwith target shear yield strength s as s-[ ‘~~, This dependence of V on s is shown by Sorensen 10 Fi[ a
wide range of impacl dala for mctul mrgcts, encomptissing a variation ofs from 0,13 kilobars for lead
[o nearly 10 kilobars for a steel. See Ref. 6 for a dc;ailcd discussion, Similar dcpcndcnccs of V on s
have been established in hydrmmdc studies. Thus, adopting Sorensen’s correlation, wc find Iha[ the
observal 3.7-fold rduction in crwcr volume could be caused by a yield stress increase by a fwmw of
4,7.
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Fig, 2. Hypcrvelocity impac[ cmtenng data for copper. The upper cume, with four rcprcscn[ative data
points, is from Screnscn’s empirical comclation of (macro) impac[ data for copper. See also Fig. 3
and Sorensen’s paper (Ref. 6) for funhcr information on Sorensen’s work. The lower curve shows
the (micro) impact data on copper, Of imponance IO the present discussion is the fact that the
normalizd malcr volumes in the micro impacts arc smaller by a factor of 3.7, The two curves would
coincick if size scaling were exact.

IV. Strain Rates in Hypervelocity Impact

NexI., we need a reasonably good estimate of the strain rates occurring in the cratenng process,
Specifically, it will suffice to estimate the avctagc stm.inmte during the ctater fotmation for *C 0.3 gm
(ream) impact at 6 x 105 crdscc since we already know the ratio of the strain rates in the micro and
macro even[s. Mting this estimate is the object of the present SccIion.

It IS useful to recall the prominent fealurcs of such a hypcrvclocity impact, The initial shock
pressure is given by

P E p Us UP = 1.9 x 1012 dyncs/cm~= 1.9 megabam,

since the shmk panicle velocity Up is 3 x 105 c~scc from symmetry, LI-ICdensity p is 8.9 gmkc and
the shock wave velocity Us asscwiata! with the given partic!c velocity if, 7 x 10s cm/see, This is more
[ban three orders of magnitude greater than material stxngth, implying that I}ICearly phases of the
impac[ arc hydrodynamic with strength playing a negligible role, This shock front and the attached
pressure pulse propagate ~lmost hemispherically into the thick copper target, and SCNC to set the
engulfed copper into nearly hemispherical mmion, Were it not for the finite yield scrcngth of the
co per the (nearly hemispherical) crater would grow without l!mi[, What happens instead is that the

!i.. 85 kiloba.r copper yield strength limits the mater volume to about 83 times the volume of [hc
impacting ptmjcctilc, in accord with Sorensen’s correlation fmmmla as applied to this impact.

Two-d imcnsionul finite di!fcrcncc hydrocodc calculations (axisymmc[ric and time dcpcndcn[,
incorporating matcnal compressibility and strength effects by utilizing available matcriid propcn)’
formuiaticmk) can provide us wi[h a very dc[uilcd description of the impact process, and such
calculations huvc been provided by a numhcr of investigators over the past 3(1ycus.
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Fig. 3. Sorensen’s data correlation for copper, from Ref. 6, The da~a extend to about
7.S x 1@ crrdsec. The anal ytica.1 correlation is for several me[als and therefore does not fii copper
exactly, although quite well. 1[ may be noml that the factor 3 variation in projectile diamc[crs (27 in
masses) does not cause an apparent size effect in the macro data points. The point at
v = 6 x IOJ cm./~c on the micro CUIVC&lg,2)hasbeenm~sforfn~ tO this plol and is seen IO bC
substamially below the macro data. (To transfoml this point the values p = 8.9 gm/cm3 and

= 1.385 x 109 dynes/cm2 were usal for the density and shear yield strength of annealed copwr.)
%he projectile mass ratio between the micro and macro experiments is nearly twelve orders of
magnimdc, as explained in the fourth footnote.

While a specific computation has not ycl lmn performed for our 0.3 grrt, 6 x 10-”cmkc impact
imo copper, suitable computed rcsuhs from other impacts have been reported in the literature snd can
IX used to deduce (using only Sorensen’s correlation fommla and dimensional analysis) useful
estimates of the effective suain rate in our impact. Dicnes7 has reported calculations for a spherical
aluminum projectile (diameter 0.476 cm) impacting a hard aluminum tar et (shear yield strength

F2.39 kilobars) of density 2.7 gmlcc al a velocity of 7,3 x IOs cm/sec. He Inds fcr times of 2, 4, U
lnd 16 microseconds that the crater depth is 0.4, 0,8, 0.9, an 1.0 of its final value. Hence for present
purposes we can take this aluminum crater formation time to be 15 microseconds, Next wc note that
Sorensen’s crmclatioft hmda:

Vm”=c](pv~/s)’~5

is entirely equivalent 10

when rc-cxprcsscd 10 give the time T f~r cra[cr formaticm. Here T[) is any suitable measure of ~he
impacting projectile size (such w. LIC tinw it takes tic free flying pmjcct,ilc to move one diamcicr) tha[
musI, of coumc, & the same mciiwc for the I*.VOimpuc[s under considcra[ion, Thus 1-(, would bc:



TO =0.476cnV(7.3x10Scrn/see) = .65microseconds

fcwthe aluminum problem and

TO =0.400 cnV(6.Ox 10Sc~scc) = .67microscconds

for our copper impac~ Next for tic two cases of aluminum and copper impacts, the quantities (pv2/s)
and @V2/S)-m2would be:

(@s) = 602; (pv%s)”zgz = 6.08

and for the copper impact;

(p/2/S) = 2313, (pvz;s)”zgz = 8.88.

Hence the 15 microsecond cmtcr formation time for alumkum des to

T=( 8.88/6.08)(.67/.65)15 microseconds = 23 microseconds

for our copper impact.
In another problem from Ref. 7 a soft aluminum target (shear yield 0.75 k.ilobars) was usd ar,d

total plastic work was repcmcd ins[cad of cra[er depth. (Ohm problem parameters wcm the same as in
the hard aluminum impact.) At 4, 8 and 16 microseconds the tot:!! plastic work was 20%, 50%, and
95% of the final value when tic flow was completely arrested. This again suggests a time like 15
mimoscconds for flow a,mcst.Scaling this over to our copper impact, by a calculation similar to that
detailed for the hard aluminum, gives a time of 16 microseconds for the copper impact.

We need also to know the average swain Occurnng in the plastically dcfoting material when the
cmcr is formed. Here both computational and experimental evidence (where targe[s thicker than about
two crater depths react much the same as semi-infinite targets subjected to the same projca-ile impwt)
suggest [hat Ihe target material within about one cta~er radius of the mater is effective in a.mcstingtie
%w, For Ibis material lhc strain field is a maximum, about 0.6 at the craicr surface, dropping to
essentially zero a crmer depth into the ma[erial. A suitable average stmin for this plastically dcfonn.ing
malerial is about 0,2, (This value may be reliable only lo abou[ a factor of two. ) Dividing it by the
above cmtcr formal ion times of 23 microseconds and 16 microseconds implies average s~ain rates of
0,86 x 104/sec and 1.25 x I@/sec. Hence we adopt a value of 1.0 x l@/scc as an average strain
rate in our 0.3 lzm coDDer imDacl, reco~nizir.f! thal this value in unccfiain by a faclor of two.
Surprisingly, pc~haps, ”this un&rtain[y i~tolcr~blc in present considerations
dependence of yield stress on strain rate.

It may be noted thal a more accurate determination of this avmge strain me
of a hydrocodc computmion of our copper impact. For this purpc we suggest

because of [he weak

could be made as pan

where K is the cell number and ~ is the lime sIcp number, The fomula gives an avwagc strain IZIIC,
mcragd over all @lcrian) cells and all tinw steps, wi[h each CP(K,N) wcightd in proportion 10 tht
arrmunt of plastic work WP(K,N) occuming in the cell during the time step.

V. Comparison of Results With Recent Theweticnl Expectations

In Section II wc saw that when the projccIilc mass was raluced by a factor 0.3 x 1012, ibc cta~cr
volume was rcducd not only by this facmr, as CXpCCIUjfrom %i7,cscaling, buI by an additimml facmr
of 3.7.



In S=tion 111wc found, using a well-established empirical correlation, that the factor 3.7 crater
volume reduction would be caused by a yield stress increase by a factor of 4.7.

In Section IV we used published computational results for the crater formation proccss, together
with the Scxmscn corrclauon fcrrnula, to esmblish that the average strain rate in the macro irnpaa was
about LO x 10’1/sec. This means that the average strain rate in our micro impact [which must be
greater by a factor of (0.3x 1012x 3.7)”333 =1.03 x ld] is about 1.0 x 10%cc. So it remains to
ask whether it is indeed reasonable to cxpm a factor 4.7 increase in the flow stress over this strain
me regime.

Any such estimates musl be theoretical because measurements have been limited IO srrain rates
below about 10%ec. Fofiunawly, the properties of copper at cxcccd.ingly high strain mtes has been
the subjc.ct of recent investigations by Fol]ansbec, Kocks, Rollctt and olhcrs. (SCe Rcfs 8 and 9 and
literature cited there.) In Fig. 4 the theoretical stress versw strain rate curve is reproduced (from Fig.
2 of Ref. 9 ) for a constant strain of 0.1. This strain is taken to be an average strain during the
cratenng flow, corresponding to the cs[imate made in Section III that the average M strain is about
0.2. (Also d-w theoretical stresseswere reduced by a factor of {3, , in accord with the von Mists yield
condition, because longitudinal yield stresses were used, whereas shear yield stresses arc used
throughout the present Pap.) -

Plottd also in Fig. 4 are our two
u = 6.5 kilobars a[ ~ = 108 /see

experimental points U = 1.385 kilobars at iP = 1@ /SCC and

●
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Fig. 4, Shear yield stress u versus smain rate for copper strained to 0.1, The theoretical cume is from
Ref. 9, the results fmm Fig. 2 of the rcfercncc being rc.presen[d here in terms of shciir yield stressat
a constant strain of 0.1.

The most important conclusion to lx drawn fmm [he present comparison is that bo[h the theory
(Refs 8 ud 9) and experiment are indicating a very substantial strain rate effect in copper in lhc
l@/scc 101 @/see strain rate regime, T’he cxpcrimemal effcc[ is somcwha[ Ihe larger, the yield stress
increasing by a factor of 4,7 M compared to 2.R for the theoretical cutwe. In the thwctical modellingq
this strain mte effect has been attributed to a gr’dwd uansitior,, as the stmin rate is increased, fmm
thcnmdly-activawd to viscous-drag controlled dcfomation,

The cxperimemal facmr of 4.7 depends upon only the cxpcnmen[al volume ratio of 3.7 (Fig 2)
and th: Sorensen corrcltitirm formula, and is estimiil~ here to be reliable [o 10% or less. other
asprts of ~hecomparison arc diwussed in the ncxl section,



VI. Comments on Sources of Error

It was remarkd in Section IV that the estimate of r-heaverage strain rate in tlx macro impact was
uncertain by a factor of about two. In tie Fig. 4 data plot ihe experimental points arc reprmen[ed as
circles with diameters spanning a factor of four in the strain rate. It is readily apparent that a lateral
shift of the macro data point to either of the extreme positions (causing an qual lateral shift of the
micro point) would have only a very small effect on tic compzmison.

In Scaion V we estimated an average smin in the cmteri.ng flow to be 0.1. This sbain was usd to
schxt the appropriate constant-strain theoretical curve from Ref.(9). Had one used 0.05 or 0.2 instead
of 0.1, the comesponding average-strain theoretical curve, in the two cases, would be below or above
the mamo experimental pint and in somewha~ poorer agreement with that point. Here, however, an
alternative interpretation is useful: The properties of copper at strtin rates around l@/sec and below,
where test dam and thcmetical unders~nding have been in accord for years, can be assumed known.
One t-hen selects thal particular constant-strain curve from Ref. (9) that causes agreement with tie
macro data point. This constant-smin curve is the one for JH average strain in the cratenng flow of
about 0.13, instead of our estimated value of 0.1 given above. (This might, il, the present situation,
be a better way [o estimate the average stmin in the crateri.ng !!ow). In any even~ the theoretical strain
rate enhancement fac[or (taken to bc 2.8 in the last patagraph of Sec. V) is a weak function of which
constant-strain curve one uses and would not be substantially affected.

Finally, we rmall that the impacting spheres in t-he micro experiments are actually iron instead of
copper. In our comparison of the micr~ and macr~events these iron projectiles are assumed to k
quivalent to copper projectiles of qual mass. This qual-mass assumption has been investigate
extensively in test work and in computer studies7 and is found to be accurate for sufficiently high
vehxities and/or density ratios sufficiently close to unity. For the present application at 6 x
1~ crn/see, with iron and mppcr projectiles, the matering effects on thick copper targets are expected
to be essentially identical,

VII. Extension to Aluminum

The IBF data for aluminum target impacts exhibits essentially the same behavior as copper, i. e. the
micro mater volumes arc small by about a factor of 4, corresponding to a strain tate enhancement of
yield stress by a factor of 5.

Attention here has been focusscd on copper because its constitutivc mdclling appears to be more
advanced, but it seems likely tha[ aluminum (ano[hcr FCC metal) will exhibit similar behavior to
cop~r at high strain ratcsl”.

VI. Conclusion

The classical laws of size scaling, as applied to the shwk hyd.rodynarn.ics of condensed media, have
been put to severe tes[. The size rcduc~ion spans four orders of magni[udc in Icng[h or time
dimensions, or 12 orders of magnitude in cxlensive variables, such as corresponding masses or
volumes, The observed dcpanurc from exact scaling is by a fac[or of 3.7 in extensive vtiablcs, or by
1,5 in comesponding lengths or times,

The departure is atrnbuted to stin ~U enhancement of the flow stress in the copper [argcts. This
dramatic rise in flow stress at very high stmin rates had already been anticipated in the theoretical
litcmturc.

Work in this area is of interest fol sevetal wmons:
1. It va.lidatcs and/or refines classical shock-hydrodynamic size scaling, and thus pcnains dircc[ly

to the imponanl engincrring area of scale model expcrinntation.
2. For velocities above about 1S x ]05 crn/see, the only precisely controlled hypcrvclocity

experiments have been perfonncd, at Los Alamos and clscwhcrt, with electrostatically accelerated
microparticlcs. Ex

F
nmcnti data arc avai!ab]c for velocities throughout the meteoroid velocity rmgc

(to about 70 x 10. crn/scc) and &yond, TO unclers[anrj this valuable data sou~e, and to be able to
scale i[ with confidence to larger impact events wc neul, as done here for copper, to quantify the
dcp~ures from cxac[ siu scaling and amibutc such dcpanw-cs to appropriate material propen.its,



3. Strain ram attainable in micropanicle impacts extend the present day test range by more that two
orders of magnitude. The determination of material strengths at these exceedingly high strain is of
obvious funckrnental importance.
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